THE PUBLISHERS, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada VOH 1HO
For the first time in 40 years = we reply to Requests for"ALL" the "PHILADELPHIAN" Statements in the Testimonies.
To get the full import of what this is all about = send for PUBLICATION # 334. BULLETIN BOARD. July 15, 1976.
Of which this Sheet is a Part. The Request is for Elders and Researchers to investigate for themselves = as to whether or not Rev. 3: 7-22 = sets forth LAODICEA or the Church PHILADELPHIA = as the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! What did the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY ACTUALLY TEACH = ???
In this regard = it should be remembered that the Term: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" does NOT appear in GC = PK = PP = COL = AA = SC = and other Books.

THEREFORE = when she said:"CHURCH" or "THE CHURCH" = which "CHURCH" = did she mean = ??? If she meant "SDA CHURCH" = why did she not say so = was she short of INK? Or was there a DELIBERATE PURPOSE in just saying:"CHURCH?"
OLD INDEX = PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = MESSAGE TO = 8T:303.
(Only ONE reference = ??? Well! Well! Well!) NEW INDEX = ANY BETTER = ??? No. There it is:"SYMBOLIC!"
(Of 2 references given = one is GC 430. Why don't you look this one up for yourself to see if it is a "CHURCH" that came forth = was BORN in 1844 = or was only a "CONDITION" = "SYMBOL" = or "MIRAGE"?)
The Destiny of your Soul could depend on the Answer = and does this "CHURCH" go thru to the End? Is it still there in the person of 144, 000 when LAODICEA is no more?
(We will underline the more important References.) It will be a Pleasure to set this forth =

"THE TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH" = by EGW: 331.
BOOK (1)= 59. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=185-195,198,181-2.)
BOOK (2)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=36,489.)
BOOK (3)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=251-293.)
BOOK (4)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=87,88,166.) 682.
BOOK (5)= 297,475-6,752-3. (C+ OF L+ =101,210-6,233,484-5.
BOOK (6)= 15. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=77,144,166,262,405.
BOOK (7)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=67,200.) 408,426.)
BOOK (8)= 303. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=104,247-251,304.
BOOK (9)= 182.

(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=309-310,388.)

-38-
[It should be noted that = "Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God = [That leaves Brinsmead OUT - he says they CANNOT be kept! ] = and the Faith of Jesus." Taken from Rev.14:12 = the Chapter that deals with the 144,000 who have the PHILADELPHIAN NAME on their FOREHEADS = found ONLY under Rev.3:12 and 14:1 = that it is NOT MEN = but "THE ANGEL DECLARES..." 1884 GC=SoP 4:275. Why was this BUTCHERED in your GC 436 = ???]

DOES THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE SAY WHO THEY ARE = ???
[THANK GOD FOR THIS =] "The work of SEPARATION is given to the Angels of God, and=not=committed=into=the=hands=of=any=man." TM 47,209. SG 2:282. 3T:113-5,316. 5T:334. EW 118
[The ORIGINAL BOOK 275-6 carries over to 282 showing those who "KEEP" the Commandments of God are the OPEN DOOR PHILA-DELPHIANS p.275 = and are the "OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL" p.289. Why was this connection DISRUPTED in your Book = ???]

WILL CHANGING the Books = CHANGE God's mind = ???
"TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS" =107,444,446.
(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=130.)

"THE DESIRE OF AGES" = 113,549.
(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=161,280.)

"PROPHETS AND KINGS" =591.

"MINISTRY OF HEALING" = 421,516.
(THE LAST PAGE HAS PHILADELPHIA FOLLOWING --- LAODICEA!)

"CHRIST'S OBJECT LESSONS" =117,414.
(LAODICEA TO BUY OF PHILADELPHIA! 117.)
(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=158,235.)

"THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES" = 588-592. (Yes! every Page!) (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=587 = this is a clear-cut Message: ["OUT of that NIGHT (of Laodican) DARK-NESS God's LIGHT will SHINE...At this time a MESSAGE..."
So we see in AA 587 = as we also saw it in MH 516 = NOT A MESSAGE TO THE LAODICEAN CHURCH AS A CHURCH = but only to THE INDIVIDUAL TO OPEN THE LAODICEAN DOOR AND SLIP OUT! -"
False Teachers... urged their HERESIES... FALSE DOCTRINES. ... The Church was DEFECTIVE... [Therefore in Mercy the Lord sends a Message = NOT to the "FALLEN STARS" p.586 = but =] to every PENITENT believer."Behold, I stand at the Door and Knock." The Lord declares; "if any man [clearly NOT the Church but the INDIVIDUAL!]\" "if any man hear My Voice, and OPEN the DOOR, I will come in to HIM, and will sup with HIM, and he with Me.\" AA 587.

NOTICE NOW = he then goes from the LAODICEAN CONDITION and CHURCH to the PHILADELPHIAN CONDITION and CHURCH. And it is THESE that are KEPT in the Hour of Temptation = who BECOME the 144,000 SEALED SAINTS = THE REMNANT CHURCH = HIS NAME shall be in their FOREHEADS = all this from LAODICEA = AA 587 = to AA 588,589,590,591,592 = each page is PHILADELPHIA out of LAODICEA = into "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" = AA 593 = with continuing Blessings to the END of the BOOK. As does MH 516......

"FUNDAMENTALS OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION" = 179,294. (Find this Church = join her!)

"EARLY WRITINGS" = 15,30,31,254,42,86,124,250-1. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=107.)

"SELECTED MESSAGES" = Book One = 56,63,74. 413-4. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=127,357,370,387.

"SELECTED MESSAGES" = Book Two = 380,385.

"SERIES B 7" = (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=13,38-40,56-8,61-4. (I am not listing 1/10th of these.........)

"SPIRITUAL GIFTS" = Book Two = 32. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=214,229,230,283-5,262,299,300) (THE INDEX: Does not require a DIRECT QUOTE to be listed as an approved Reference. IF=WE=USED=THAT=METHOD = we would have so many References we would not know what to do with them all.) (But here we should bring in one such = TO=THE=LAODICEAN= "I saw that when the MESSENGERS... bear a plain, pointed TESTIMONY. They should keep up the DISTINCTION between the CHURCH of Jesus Christ, and formal, DEAD PROFESSORS." SG 2:299.) (And to put the LIE on those who, like Spoiled Brats = claim that the POINTED TESTIMONY that cuts=the=natural=heart, will not:"CONVERT ANYONE" = perhaps the REAL= Little=BRATS would Die sooner than Repent = but here is God's Promise:)

"It is the POINTED TESTIMONY that will bring up the people to DECIDE. A PEACEFUL Testimony will not do this... There is as great a DIFFERENCE in our Faith and that of NOMINAL PROFESSORS, as the HEAVENS are HIGHER than the EARTH." 44-
"The people are ASLEEP in their sins, and need to be a-
larmed...God's servants must bear a POINTED TESTIMONY.
It will CUT the natural heart, and= develop= CHARACTER."
"SPIRITUAL GIFTS" = Book Two = 299, 300.
Book Three + Four has a CENTER SECTION =
(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=35-37.)

Book Four = 29. (45 "PHILADELPHIAN" Statements so far.)
(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=13, 26-37, 149.)

---

THIS IS PUBLICATION #334 =
the next sheet of Colored Paper = p.40,41,42,43 = will be
FLYER #337 = "THE TEN-COMMANDMENT J.A.HIEBERT WAYMARK ARK"
Theory. Will the Tables of Stone be found as a Sign that
the "Judgment of the Living has begun" = ?? What if not?

AFTER THIS PAGE #45 = we will Review and Complete the
"ARK" Theory = is it a Fact or a Hoax = ???

---

THEN AFTER THAT = we will Review and Complete this Seven
Church FLYER #336 = and give the References from other
Books including the 6 Big "R&H ARTICLE" Books.

These have 20 "PHILADELPHIAN" Statements alone! So we are
not guessing any more when we can tell you there are over
100 "PHILADELPHIAN" References in the "Spirit of Prophecy"
Books. And if we once ADMIT the Adventist Church is in
"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" because she has JOINED the other
Churches in "KEY '73" in worshipping OUTSIDE of the OPEN
DOOR "MOST HOLY PLACE" which is the Third Angel's Message=
EW 254-6. That the Third Angel's Message is what "SWELLS
INTO THE LOUD CRY" = which the Adventists are NOT GIVING!

THEREFORE = the Third Angel's Message must be restored to
all honest Believers = the MOST HOLY PLACE "THIRD ANGEL'S
MESSAGE" must be "REPEATED" in a Straight Testimony to
the Laodiceans = in a "MIDNIGHT CRY" before the "LOUD
CRY." If we use the "OPEN DOOR" references as PHILADEL-
PHIAN references - we would open 100 more!

THEREFORE = indirectly as well as directly = there are
over 300 "PHILADELPHIAN" References for the 144,000.
LAODICEA is only an OFFSPROUT BRANCH WITH NO FRUIT = "!!

FOR THE HONEST

The "LAST" Church gets there TOO LATE = and is the "FOOL-
A3:292. Who wants to be: "LAST!" Who wants to be: "TOO LATE!
Who wants to be a: "FOOL" or a "COMPANION OF FOOLS?"
"AND AT MIDNIGHT A CRY WAS HEARD: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
Find the "PROCESSION" COL 406. The Wise do.... -45-